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Your 3-in-1 Self-Defense Training Manual! Discover
an effective and easy to learn method of selfdefense. Complete Vortex Control Self-Defense
combines the best techniques from a wide range of
martial arts to create the ultimate street-effective
fighting method. This self-defense system will teach
you hand-to-hand combat, knife defense, and stick
fighting. Discover the skills you need to defend
yourself, because traditional martial arts don't work
on the streets. Get it now. Combines the Most
Effective Martial Arts * GM Lawrence Lee's Tong
Kune Do Kung Fu * Wing Chun * Balintawak Arnis
Kali Escrima * Panatukan knife fighting techniques
...and many others. Once you know the basics,
almost anyone can apply Vortex Control SelfDefense. Dexterity, strength, age, or fitness level is
not an issue. Volume 1: Hand to Hand Combat *
Learn the science of modern self-defense. * How to
use power angles for an unbreakable defense. * A
simple yet devastating fighting strategy following
military principles of warfare. * The concept of
weaponizing to get the most damage out of all your
movements. * Harnessing gravitational forces to
maximize power in all your strikes. * Using body
mechanics and physics for striking speed and to
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maximize damage to your opponent. Volume 2:
Practical Escrima Knife Defense * 40+ knife
disarming techniques. * Knife training flow drills so
you will be able to apply the techniques instinctively.
* Disarm, induce pain, break his limb, and/or make
him stab himself. * Learn the best way to attack
when you are the one with the knife. * Techniques
for all angles of attack. Volume 3: Practical Arnis
Stick Fighting * The single best strike which will end
99% of street-based confrontations. * Drills covering
all angles of attack and all the different types of
strikes. * Proper stance and movement to get the
most power. * Little known but very effective snatch
techniques to take your opponent's weapon. * Drills
to ingrain the movements into your muscle memory
and make them instinctive. Complete Vortex Control
Self-Defense includes all 3 of the above training
manuals. Limited Time Only… Get your copy of
Complete Vortex Control Self-Defense today and
you will also receive: * Free SF Nonfiction Books
new releases * Exclusive discount offers *
Downloadable sample chapters * Bonus content …
and more! This publication has the approval of Peter
Sunbye, creator of Vortex Control Self-Defense.
Learn to protect yourself with this all-in-one training
manual, because Vortex Control Self-Defense is
easy to learn and devastating to apply. Get it now.
Master the terrifyingly effective Phoenix Eye Fist
style of Chinese Kung Fu with this illustrated martial
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arts guide. The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu
depicts an enormously potent art, also known as
Chuka Shaolin, that does not depend on strength or
size. Instead, it utilizes a special striking technique,
the phoenix-eye fist, aimed at vital points on the
opponent's body. Phoenix-Eye Fist Kung-Fu excels
at close-range fighting—an area neglected in many
other martial arts—and employs a variety of lightningfast strikes and kicks. Due to its deadly efficacy,
there is no sparring in Chuka Shaolin, but instead
complex two-person practice forms are
employed—both for empty-handed fighting and for
fighting with weapons—in which the practitioners fight
all-out, and are protected only by a precise
knowledge of the form. With hundreds of clear
photographs, The Secrets of Phoenix-Eye Fist KungFu reveals: The fundamental techniques of the
empty-handed art A complete breakdown of the twoperson empty-hand practice forms Detailed
instruction in Chuka Shaolin pole fighting, including
the practice forms An overview of the other weapons
used in Chuka Shaolin, including the sai, the twin
knives, the spear, and the farmer's hoe Special
forms of Chi Kung designed to increase striking
power, increase vitality, and aid in resisting and
healing injuries
The reawakening of Asian martial arts is a distinct
example of cultural hybridity in a global setting. This
book deals with history of Asian martial arts in the
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contexts of tradition, religion, philosophy, politics and
culture. It attempts to deepen the study of martial
arts studies in their transformation from traditional to
modern sports. It is also important that this book
explores how Asian martial arts, including Shaolin
martial arts and Taekwondo, have worked as tools
for national advocate of identities among Asians in
order to overcome various national hardships and to
promote nationalism in the modern eras. The Asian
martial arts certainly have been transformed in both
nature and content into unique modern sports and
they have contributed to establishing cultural
homogeneity in Asia. This phenomenon can be
applied to the global community. The chapters in this
book were originally published as a special issue in
the International Journal of the History of Sport.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in
the industry, this popular monthly magazine
addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by
providing them with information about every style of
self-defense in the world - including techniques and
strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and
markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and
videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee,
the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
This book is the most comprehensive and
authoritative reference ever published on the wide
range of martial arts disciplines practiced in cultures
around the world. * Includes the scholarship of 67
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expert, international contributors * Presents 30
images of martial arts in practice * Offers
bibliographic lists at the end of each section pointing
to further reading in print and online * Includes a
comprehensive index in each volume
Throughout America's past, some men have feared
the descent of their gender into effeminacy, and
turned their eyes to the ring in hopes of salvation.
This work explains how the dominant fight sports in
the United States have changed over time in
response to broad shifts in American culture and
ideals of manhood, and presents a narrative of
American history as seen from the bars, gyms,
stadiums and living rooms of the heartland. Ordinary
Americans were the agents who supported and
participated in fight sports and determined its vision
of masculinity. This work counters the economic
determinism prevalent in studies of American fight
sports, which overemphasize profit as the driving
force in the popularization of these sports. The
author also disputes previous scholarship's domestic
focus, with an appreciation of how American fight
sports are connected to the rest of the world.
There has been a lack of reliable academic studies
regarding Filipino martial arts (FMA) that have
uniquely developed in the Philippine archipelago.
This anthology assembles pioneering scholarly
materials valuable for any interested in the Filipino
combatives, as well as chapters specifically on the
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practice. Mark Wiley stands out as a leading
scholar/practitioner of the Filipino arts. This book
contains three chapters by him. In the first, he
conducted linguistic and historical research to
present the developmental background of the
ancient Filipino kali and European fencing systems,
thus illuminating the evolution of classical eskrima. In
chapter two, Wiley attempts to classify Filipino
martial arts and explore the ethos of Filipino martial
culture by deriving information directly from the
contemporary grandmasters who have maintained
an oral transmission of information concerning the
evolution and development of their respective martial
systems. Part of Wiley’s research also led him to
seek out special repositories of artifacts. Museums
collections rarely include much on Southeast Asian
weapons. University of Pennsylvania Museum of
Archaeology and Anthropology has nearly 1,000
martial artifacts in storerooms from the Philippines,
including swords, knives, spears, shields, helmets,
and armor discussed in Wiley’s third chapter. On a
practical side, Steven Dowd presents the art of
Carlita Lañada who studied martial arts as passed
down within his own family in the Philippines. He
calls his rendition Kuntaw Lima-Lima, an art whose
techniques are reminiscent of Okinawan karate
styles, with hints of Chinese gongfu. Presented are
the underlying principles, and a sayawan (form) with
applications. Majia Soderholm’s chapter is about
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Visayan Corto Kadena Eskrima and some of its
concepts and training methods with regard to freesparring with swords. It is a Filipino martial system
encompassing empty-hand and non-bladed and
bladed weapons. Peter Hobart presents a wonderful
tribute to Remy Presas, the founder of Modern Arnis.
This retrospective is comprised of the stories and
memories of many of those who knew him. Topics
include Presas’ theory and practice of arnis, such as
importance of flow, and memories of his last
seminar. The chapter by Ruel Macaraeg dives into
the topic of piracy in the Philippines. His study
reconstructs the pirates’ martial practices through
comparative historical analysis of their weapons,
costume, and organization in order to draw
conclusions about their relationship to martial
cultures in the Philippines and across the region. In
the final chapter, Ken Smith discusses a few of his
favorite techniques from Modern Arnis. His
insights—as well as the information found in the
previous chapters—contribute to the academic
understanding of Filipino martial traditions as well as
the actual practice of kali, escrima, and arnis. We
hope you’ll enjoy the reading.
Mythologies of Martial Arts is an introduction to the
key myths and ideologies around martial arts in
contemporary popular culture internationally. It is the
first book to draw together practical experience and
seminal texts across a multitude of disciplines to
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offer original insights into the complex, contradictory
world of martial arts. It is an accessible but
theoretically sophisticated book aimed at student,
scholars and anyone interested in martial arts
practice.
«Das beste Sachbuch des Jahres.» TIME Die
Entdeckung Amerikas war für das Leben auf
unserem Planeten das folgenreichste Ereignis seit
dem Aussterben der Dinosaurier. Denn: Millionen
Jahre waren die Hemisphären weitgehend
voneinander isoliert gewesen. Mit Kolumbus traten
sie in einen Austausch. Menschen und Pflanzen,
Tiere und Krankheiten gelangten per Schiff in neue
Lebensräume und schufen eine Welt, in der nichts
blieb, wie es einmal gewesen war. Das hatte auch
gravierende politische Konsequenzen: Der
«kolumbische Austausch» trug mehr als alles andere
dazu bei, dass Europa zur Weltmacht aufstieg und
China verdrängte. Charles C. Mann zeichnet ein
spannendes Panorama dieser Vorgänge, das
Kontinente und Jahrhunderte umfasst. Ein
großartiges Lesevergnügen für alle
Wissensdurstigen! «Herausragend.» The New York
Times «Ein faszinierendes und vielschichtiges Buch,
das auf vorbildliche Weise sprechende Fakten mit
gutem Geschichtenerzählen vereint.» The
Washington Post
Filipino Stick Fighting Techniques is the authoritative
guide to Cabales Serrada Escrima—a stick fighting
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art with its roots in Escrima, the national martial art
of the Philippines. The popularity of these techniques
has dramatically increased since they were used
extensively by Matt Damon in action-packed fight
scenes in the Jason Bourne films. Developed by
Grandmaster Angel Cabales when he came to the
U.S., Cabales Serrada Escrima is a distinct system
emphasizing close-quarter combat using highly
effective stick-fighting moves in unarmed as well as
knife fighting situations. This book offers a clear
presentation of the basic strikes, blocks, counters,
and disarms unique to this style of martial art—as well
as explaining how and why the techniques work and
when to use them. Angel Cabales was a pioneer in
the Filipino Martial Arts and the first teacher of
Escrima in the U.S. He trained and certified Mark V.
Wiley, the author of this book. Darren G. Tibon, an
Escrima Grandmaster, was also trained by Cabales
and has contributed a new foreword to the book.
This book contains: Personal accounts of
Grandmaster Angel Cabales and how he developed
his system The dynamics of body positioning,
distance control, and both single-stick and emptyhand defensive methods A comprehensive set of
training drills for practitioners at different levels
Extensively illustrated with over 300 photos and
detailed step-by-step instructions, this book lays the
foundation for not just learning the system of
Cabales Serrada Escrima, but understanding the
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traditions and philosophy of the art.
African literature in the twentieth century has grown
from the early poetry of Negritude to recent novels of
magical realism. As novelists, poets, and playwrights
testified to the unique qualities of their lives and
societies, a new tradition began to emerge. Novels
of testimony, novels of revolt, novels of struggle,
followed by post-colonial writings, filled with
complexities and ambiguities, have created a literary
tradition expressive of the African spirit-a tradition
influenced by earlier African oral literature, by
European writings, by changing social conditions,
and increasingly by African writings themselves.
Thresholds of Change in African Literatureexplores
the emergence of this tradition, and particularly the
ways in which the emergent literature changed at
each critical stage
A highly effective and well-rounded Filipino martial
art, Cabales Serrada Escrima uses basic stickfighting movements whose applicability extends into
both unarmed engagement and knife fighting. In
Secrets of Cabales Serrada Escrima, Mark V. Wiley
offers not only a clear presentation of the strikes,
blocks, counters, and disarms unique to this style,
but goes beyond mere self-defense techniques into
the concepts underlying the fighting art, explaining
how and why the moves work, and when best to use
them. This revised and expanded edition of Mark
Wiley's authoritative volume presents the heart of the
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Cabales Serrada system in six clear parts: an outline
of the history and development of the system,
personal accounts of Grandmaster Angel Cabales,
discussion of the dynamics of body positioning and
distance control, sections on the art's core singlestick and empty-hand defensive methods, as well as
a comprehensive set of drills.
This book is about some the many Masters and
Grandmasters of the FMA: Filipino Martial Arts. Some are
well known others are relatively obscure, some are famous,
others are known only by their skill but they all have in
common their love for the Filipino Martial Arts and their
connection through training, friendship, heritage or lineage
with GM Bram Frank. Some are the heroes of the Philippines
and the spirit of Arnis like the late Professor Remy Presas,
part of American martial art history with the FMA and JKD like
Guro Dan Inosanto or like GM Bram Frank a faithful
practitioner and instructor of the arts. Their stories are told in
pictures and with a bio of who they are and what they've
done! Regardless of gender these people give their lives,
souls and energy to the Filipino Martial Arts. This is the first in
a series of volumes of these wonderful people! This is the first
book written by a non Filipino with a forward by a Filipino
President: President Benigno Aquino III. Mabuhay
The Secrets of Cabales Serrada EscrimaTuttle Publishing
Filipino Martial Arts illustrates the basic strikes, blocks,
counters, and disarms of the Serrada Escrima fighting
system. A highly effective, well-rounded warrior art, Serrada
Escrima uses basic stick-fighting movements that are equally
applicable in both unarmed and knife fighting. Profusely
illustrated, this martial arts manual describes not only the
techniques but also the history and philosophy of the Filipino
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martial arts and their relevance in the fighting and mixed
martial arts world today. Filipino Martial Arts: Cabales
Serrada Escrima is an essential addition to any martial arts
library.
Eskrima, which is also known as Arnis (De Mano) or Kali, is
the indigenous martial art of the Philippine Islands. Dynamic
and flexible, with a wide range of training methods it can be
practised by students of all ages and levels of fitness. Well
known and respected as a highly practical weapons-based
system, Eskrima is practised worldwide by civilians, law
enforcement personnel and special units within the military.
Eskrima uses training weapons (rattan sticks and daggers)
from the earliest stages, alongside purely unarmed
techniques. These training methods have been found
particularly effective at increasing co-ordination and reflexes,
providing a fast track to developing the qualities needed for
practical self-defence. This fascinating book traces the history
and evolution of this art form. It highlights Eskrima's essential
principles and concepts. The instructional section illustrates
how the Eskrimador is able to succeed in a wide range of
combat situations involving fighting with both weapons and
open-hands. Techniques, two-person flow drills, self-defence
applications, training with specialized equipment, the
philosophy of the art and 'self-defence and the law' are all
covered in depth.
This book is the most comprehensive and authoritative
reference ever published on the wide range of martial arts
disciplines practiced in cultures around the world. • Includes
the scholarship of 67 expert, international contributors •
Presents 30 images of martial arts in practice • Offers
bibliographic lists at the end of each section pointing to
further reading in print and online • Includes a comprehensive
index in each volume
Teach Yourself Knife Defense! Discover how to use the
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"block/grab" knife defense system developed by GM Larry
Alquezar. This training manual is packed with knife-flow drills
and other exercises. Develop your Filipino knife defense
skills, because these techniques are generations old. Get it
now. IMPORTANT: Trying to disarm a knife welding attacker
is extremely dangerous. The techniques in this book are for
Martial Arts enthusiasts and are NOT meant for real life
situations. One of the Best Filipino Knife Defense Books
Around * 40+ knife disarming techniques. * Knife training flow
drills so you will be able to apply the techniques instinctively. *
Disarm, induce pain, break his limb, and/or make him stab
himself. * Techniques for all angles of attack. ... and much
more! Limited Time Only... Get your copy of Practical Escrima
Knife Defense today and you will also receive: * Free SF
Nonfiction Books new releases * Exclusive discount offers *
Downloadable sample chapters * Bonus content … and more!
Teach yourself knife defense today, because these are the
secrets of GM Larry Alquezar. Get it now.

Grandmaster Angel Cabales, one of the Philippines most
famous Escrimadors, survived countless death matches
to be the first to teach Escrima in the United States. This
is the authorized manual to his deadly martial art style,
Cabales Serrada Escrima, which he requested of his
prized student, Mark Wiley. A highly effective selfdefense technique, Escrima encompasses both armed
and unarmed combat. Evolving from a clarification of the
basic etiquette and techniques of this major Filipino
martial art to a revelation of its most closely-guarded
secrets, Filipino Martial Arts is an essential addition to
any martial arts library.
Widely practiced but not always understood, the Filipino
martial arts have a rich history and distinctive character
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that have not fully been documented until now. Written in
the context of Philippine history and culture, Filipino
Martial Culture uncovers the esoteric components of the
Filipino martial arts and the life histories of the men who
perpetuate them. Included are: the history of turbulence
and war in the Philippines from prehistoric times to the
present day; the culture of the Filipino martial arts,
including warrior ethos and worldview, spirituality,
folklore, and weaponry; biographical sketches of
eighteen Filipino masters and descriptions of their
respective fighting styles; and a comparative study of the
ethos, ideology, and development of the Filipino martial
arts in relation to the considerable martial traditions of
India, China, and Japan. In the course of his research,
internationally renowned martial arts master and scholar
Mark V. Wiley traveled the globe, interviewing top
masters and recording their life histories, thoughts, and
anecdotes. In addition, he collected 320 historical
photographs and illustrations, including step-by-step
sequences of the masters demonstrating the distinctive
techniques of their particular martial styles. A classic
reference for practitioners and researchers alike, this
Filipino martial arts book is as much a definitive
anthropological textbook as it is a practical guide to
Arnis, Kali, Eskrima, and the other martial arts of the
Philippines.
"One of the finest compact books on sumo today."—Sumo
World Completely updated by the well known sumo
authority David Shapiro, Sumo: A Pocket Guide
describes the history, rules, rituals and techniques of
sumo, the wrestlers' training and even their diets.
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Covering such topics as "life in the stables,"
"psychological warfare," and the "spoils of victory,” this
compact sumo guide brings to life this cultural pastime
that is so much more than a sport. This volume also
includes a list of stables and some of the best
chanko–nabe restaurants in Tokyo. Shapiro brings to the
updated edition many years of Japanese language,
sumo research, and coverage. The result is a handy,
up–to–date, and authoritative guide to sumo that
provides everything one needs to understand,
appreciate, and enjoy this fascinating sport.
Arnis: Reflections on the History and Development of the
Filipino Martial Arts is an intriguing collection of essays
on Filipino martial arts. Featured are insightful essays by
Filipino martial artists: Krishna K. Godhania Antonio E.
Somera Abner G. Pasa Dr. Jopet Laraya Felipe P.
beano, Jr. Rene J. Navarro For centuries, Filipino martial
arts have played integral and often momentous roles in
the history of the Philippines and in the survival of the
Filipino people. But what are these arts? Where do they
come from? How have they developed? Where are they
headed? And what inner dimensions do they offer their
practitioners? These questions, among others, form the
basis of Arnis: Reflections on the History and
Development of the Filipino Martial Arts.
In the early twentieth century—not long after 1898, when
the United States claimed the Philippines as an
American colony—Filipinas/os became a vital part of the
agricultural economy of California's fertile San Joaquin
Delta. In downtown Stockton, they created Little Manila,
a vibrant community of hotels, pool halls, dance halls,
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restaurants, grocery stores, churches, union halls, and
barbershops. Little Manila was home to the largest
community of Filipinas/os outside of the Philippines until
the neighborhood was decimated by urban
redevelopment in the 1960s. Narrating a history
spanning much of the twentieth century, Dawn Bohulano
Mabalon traces the growth of Stockton's Filipina/o
American community, the birth and eventual destruction
of Little Manila, and recent efforts to remember and
preserve it. Mabalon draws on oral histories,
newspapers, photographs, personal archives, and her
own family's history in Stockton. She reveals how
Filipina/o immigrants created a community and ethnic
culture shaped by their identities as colonial subjects of
the United States, their racialization in Stockton as brown
people, and their collective experiences in the fields and
in the Little Manila neighborhood. In the process,
Mabalon places Filipinas/os at the center of the
development of California agriculture and the urban
West.
Teach Yourself Stick Fighting! Discover a stick fighting
method that actually works in the streets of today. This
training manual focuses on the most practical stick
fighting techniques for self-defense. It combines stick
fighting techniques from a variety of Kali Arnis
grandmasters. Although easy to learn, the techniques
and training drills are highly effective. Now you can learn
stick fighting adapted for the streets of today, because
this training manual has all the exercises you need. Get
it now. Learn Street-Effective Stick Fighting * The single
best strike which will end 99% of street-based
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confrontations. * Strike drills covering all angles of attack.
* Proper stance and movement to get the most power
from your strikes. * Little known but very effective snatch
techniques to take your opponent's weapon. * Flow drills
to make the techniques instinctive. ... and much more.
Versatile, Modern, and Practical The Arnis stick is one of
the most versatile martial arts weapons. You can apply
the techniques in this stick fighting book to a wide range
of common items such as: * Half a pool cue * Umbrella *
Wooden stake * Stick on the ground, etc. * This flexibility
makes it very practical for self-defense. Limited Time
Only… Get your copy of Practical Arnis Stick Defense
today and you will also receive: * Free SF Nonfiction
Books new releases * Exclusive discount offers *
Downloadable sample chapters * Bonus content … and
more! This publication has the approval of Peter Sunbye,
creator of Vortex Control Self-Defense. Teach yourself
Practical Arnis Stick Fighting today, because the
traditional stuff doesn't work on the streets. Get it now.

Master the art of filipino kalis with this illustrated
martial arts guide. The Filipino martial art of
ilustrisimo hails from Cebu, Philippines, where
martial arts are still considered a matter of life-anddeath survival—rather than sport or exercise. Named
after Antonio "Tatang" Ilustrisimo, the master who
taught the style to both of the authors of this book,
the art of kalis ilustrisimo has been in the Ilustrisimo
family for more than five generations. Based on
traditional Philippine stick and sword fighting
methods—and refined by Antonio Ilustrisimo's vast
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personal experience in challenge matches—it offers a
powerful, flexible, dynamic, and effective fighting
style. The Secrets of Kalis Ilustrisimo is the first book
to deal with the techniques and theories of this very
effective system of personal combat including the
history of kalis ilustrisimo and structure of the
system, the fundamentals of practice, the defensive
movements and applications, and the training
techniques used to prepare for actual personal
combat. It also includes hundreds of photographs
showing the essential movements and techniques of
this martial arts style. Sections include: KALIS
ILUSTRISIMO IN PERSPECTIVE—History and
Development; Structure of the Ilustrisimo System
FUNDAMENTALS OF PRACTICE DEFENSIVE
MOVEMENTS AND APPLICATIONS—Fundamental
Fighting Techniques; Methods of Disarming THE
COMBATIVE ENCOUNTER—Combative Sign
Language; Spiritual Fortitude; Fighting Principles
and Strategies AND MORE!
Martial Arts Biographies: An Annotated Bibliography
lists hundreds of martial arts related biographies and
autobiographies. Most of the entries are annotated,
giving a synopsis of the relevant material in the
book. Included are listings for martial artists of
Karate, Kung Fu, Aikido, Judo, Jiu Jitsu, Tae Kwon
Do, Ninjutsu, Tai Chi, and many other styles.
Appendices list productive sources for new and used
books, and contact information for major publishers
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of martial arts books. Martial Arts Biographies: An
Annotated Bibliography is a useful resource for
martial arts researchers, readers, book collectors,
and libraries.
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